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Abstra t. Finding the shortest plan for a given planning problem is
extremely hard. We present a domain independent approa h for plan
optimisation based on Geneti Programming. The algorithm is seeded
with orre t plans reated by hand-en oded heuristi poli y sets. The
plans are very unlikely to be optimal but are reated qui kly. The suboptimal plans are then evolved using a generational algorithm towards
the optimal plan. We present initial results from Blo ks World and found
that GP method almost always improved sub-optimal plans, often drasti ally.

1

Introdu tion

Finding any plan for planning domains is often a diÆ ult task, but we are often
more interested in the even harder task of nding optimal or near optimal plans.
The urrent fastest planning systems use heuristi s and hill- limbing te hniques.
However, no heuristi is perfe t and plans found in this way are often suboptimal, in the sense they use more a tions to a hieve the goal state than are
ne essary.
We present a domain independent te hnique, based on Geneti Programming
(GP) that attempts to optimise linear plans. The system a epts a seed of plans
from whi h to optimise. This seed ould be produ ed by a urrent planning
system or plans made using heuristi s. The amount of omputational e ort to
devote to the optimisation stage an also be set by the user by setting various
parameters of the system. The GP algorithm also has anytime behaviour, and
ould return the best urrent plan at any time during the run.
Using the Geneti Planning optimisation system, we experimented on two
domains: Blo ks World Domain, and the Brief ase Domain [6℄. The Blo ks World
problems were kindly donated to us Jose Ambite. The results of the Brief ase
Domain have been omitted due to spa e restri tions. During the experimentation
we were looking for how mu h the initial plans ould be shrunk depending on
the type of heuristi s used, the behaviour of the system as it operated, and what
hanges we ould make to the urrent system to improve its ability.
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2

Plan Optimisation via Geneti Programming

We present here one possible implementation of using Geneti Programming as
a linear plan optimiser. We used two di erent hand-en oded poli y sets for the
Blo ks Domain in order to seed the initial population with orre t but overly long
plans. We then used a generational algorithm with standard geneti operators in
order to optimise those plans [2℄. We based our work on a previously implemented
generational algorithm for linear planning [8℄.
The following implementational details have many alternatives, and are not
xed. One of the strengths of our approa h is that the Fitness Fun tion and
Simulation stage an be altered to look for di erent ost aspe ts besides the
simplisti plan length.
Plan Representation: Plans are represented as linear lists of sequential,
instantiated, atomi a tions. Ea h atomi a tion ontains one operator and its
arguments.
Simulation: The simulation stage takes an individual or plan and then attempts to apply all the a tions. During the simulation stage various attributes
of the plan an be re orded su h as how many a tions there are in the plan and
what e e t the plan had on the initial state. This information an then be used
as input by the tness fun tion.
Fitness Fun tion: The tness fun tion takes the output of the simulation
stage and pres ribes a tness value to individual based on the information given
to it. In the ase of this system the tness fun tion has two parts. The rst part
says whether the plan a hieves all the goals not. The se ond part is the number
of a tions in the plan and is used as a tie-breaker in tournament sele tion.

2.1 Geneti Operators
There is a large hoi e of geneti operators to be used during the optimisation
stage. We have taken the position of keeping things simple and sto hasti . One
alternative is to implement domain spe i operations, su h as rewrite rules, for
optimising parti ular domains.
Crossover: This system implements 1-point rossover.
Reprodu tion: This is the simplest operator and it opies the sele ted parent into the next population.
Shrink Mutation: This type of mutation simply deletes a randomly sele ted
a tion from the parent.
Move Mutation: This type of mutation moves a randomly sele ted a tion
to a new randomly sele ted position.
Mutations o ur on hildren reated by either reprodu tion or rossover. The
probabilities of the operators o uring are set by the user. The implementation
presented here is based on an existing system and is by no means optimal for
generating optimal plans. Improvements that an be made to it and some are
suggested in Se tion 5.
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3

Poli y Set Planning in Blo ks World

The Blo ks World Domain is important be ause it is one of the ben hmarking
domains used to ompare di erent planners. Blo ks is also important histori ally
as one of the original planning problem domains. In addition, nding optimal
plans for Blo ks World problems is known to be NP-hard [3℄. We also hose the
Blo ks World Domain as a fast domain spe i planning algorithm that produ es
optimal plans exists for it, alled BWOPT [7℄.
Our system uses hand-en oded poli y sets to produ e entire populations lled
with orre t but suboptimal plans. A GP optimising system probably works
better if the initial populations is diverse. To a hieve this the poli y sets were
interpreted non-deterministi ally.
The poli y sets generally fun tion like this. The rules within ea h poli y set
are tested sequentially. For the urrent rule the urrent world state is examined
and all a tions that ould operate on that state in a ordan e with the rule are
dis overed. At that point, one of the a tions is sele ted randomly and added to
the new plan. The urrent world state is updated and the formation of the plan
ontinues until all goals in the goal state are a hieved. If the rule allows for no
a tions, the next rule in the rule set is used and if one rule res then the other
rules are ignored.
There are several types of poli y sets that an hara terised by how easy it
is to optimise the resulting plan. The three types we are interested in here are:

{ Optimal Poli y Sets: These poli y sets always produ e optimal plans, for
{

any problem in the domain.
DM-Optimal

Poli y Sets: These poli y sets always produ e plans where
the optimal plan an be dis overed by only deleting and moving a tions:
 8 2 C !  2 DM( ) where

C is the set of all plans onstru ted by the
poli y set,  is the optimal plan and DM( ) is the set of all plans whi h
an be reated by only moving and deleting a tions in .

{ Satis ing Poli y Sets: These poli y sets produ e orre t plans but may
produ e plans that are missing a tions whi h the optimal plan would need.

Poli y Set 1
1. Dis over all a tions a hieving well pla ed blo ks or
2. Find all a tions moving movable non-well pla ed blo ks to a new lo ation

Poli y Set 2
1. Dis over all a tions pla ing movable blo ks onto the table then
2. Dis over all a tions a hieving well pla ed blo ks
A well pla ed blo k is one whi h no longer has to move, as it is in its target
lo ation and all blo ks below it are well pla ed. A movable blo k is one whi h
is not underneath a blo k or already on the table. Poli y Set 1 does not s ale
very well for larger problem instan es: when the rst rule provides no a tions,
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it \wanders" around at random until the rst rule starts to su eed. The rst
poli y set belongs in the lass of Satis ing Poli y Sets. The se ond poli y set
unsta ks all the blo ks and then sta ks the blo ks ba k up in the right order.
This poli y set belongs in the lass of DM-Optimal Poli y Sets. This was the
poli y set Ambite used in PbR [1℄.

4

Experimental Results

Ea h experiment was done using the parameters shown in Table 1. We performed
25 runs for ea h problem, and again for ea h poli y set. We experimented using
50 Blo ks World problems. During the run we re orded the average number
of a tions in the rst best individual (from the seeding stage) and the average
number of a tions in the last best individual.1 Ea h point on the x-axis represents
a single problem. The order of the problems is rst by blo ks size, and then by
average length of the rst best individual.
Parameter

Setting

Termination
Population Size
Initial Length
Tournament Size
Maximum Plan Size
Geneti Operators
Shrink Mutation
Move Mutation

Maximum number of generations is 1000
20 plans
Maximum 400 a tions
2
1000 a tions
5% rossover and 95% reprodu tion
Applied to 5% of hildren, 1 delete
Applied to 5% of hildren, 1 move

Referring to Figure 1, Poli y Set 1 shows signi ant but not omplete improvement in plan length after 1000 generations. An additional termination riterion was implemented, alled \no hange" whi h stops a run if there is no
hange in tness after X generations. We repeated the experiments setting X to
5000. Taking the 30 blo k problems as an example, these were shrunk down to
the 50 a tion mark.
Referring to Figure 2, some improvement ould be made to the initial plan
within 1000 generations even though the initial plans were reasonably lose to
optimal. The no hange results managed to to shrink the plans a little more,
and taking the 30 blo k problems again, these were shrunk down to around the
40 a tion mark. This di eren e between the two poli y sets is returned to in the
on lusions.
Also in luded in Figure 2 are results from FF [4℄. We ran the 3 plans produ ed
for the 30 blo k problems using the no hange setup. The results are indi ated
with the triangles, and show signi ant shrinkage.
1
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CPU times are not onsidered as the system was implemented using Java, and running on Solaris. System times an be dramati ally improved if written for C under
Linux.
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5

Con lusions and Future Work

The most su essful urrent planners use heuristi s and hill- limbing te hniques.
However, sin e no heuristi is perfe t, su h te hniques often produ e suboptimal
plans, as in the ase of FF. We have presented a linear plan optimisation te hnique, based on GP, whi h attempts to optimise plans. The system is domain
independent, and an be used as addition to existing linear plan synthesisers.
The system uses simple operations like mutation and rossover in order to a omplish this. The system ould optimise plans to varying degrees of su ess
depending on where the plans ame from. A tentative on lusion is that plans
made by DM-Optimal poli y sets an be optimised further towards the shortest
plan than those made by satis ing poli y sets.
We want to improve on the Generational framework suggested here for plan
optimisation. There are a number of alternatives, su h as a steady state algorithm, that we ould adopt to de rease the length of the resulting plans. Also
the system ould be redesigned to optimise single plans.
We also want to broaden the de nition of optimal to mean more than just
plan length. More ompli ated domains with time, plan exe ution by an agent,
resour es, and so on, would make plan optimisation a multi-dimensional problem.
It seems plausible that a geneti te hnique would be suitable for this kind of
optimisation due to the way tness fun tions and simulation are used.
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